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Synopsis
The debate concerning the international legality of Autonomous Weapons Systems is at any early stage, but has already generated considerable polemical position-taking, pro and contra. This paper argues that the existing debate does not take uncertainty seriously enough, and moves too quickly to embrace untested empirical claims about the expected nature of weapons system autonomy and its virtues or vices. Uncertainty can be discerned at two levels: first, in the very concept of autonomy in weapons systems; and second, uncertainty of behavior as a parameter of the functioning of the autonomous weapons system itself. Both of these dimensions of uncertainty pose problems for legal regulation: the first generates difficulties for categorical prohibitions, and requires us to think carefully about what kinds of functioning are of particular legal concern once they are delegated to a machine. The second kind of uncertainty generates a problem of foreseeability in functioning that may well complicate how we evaluate the legality of autonomous weapons systems under existing primary norms of international humanitarian law.
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